Faculty member has new study published

Laurenia Mangum, MSW, is a student at the University of Pittsburgh School of Social Work and Research (SSWR) and is beginning a study on the role of internalized anti-Semitism in the lives of Black gay and bisexual men. Read more.

Facility member’s SSWR presentation now online

Associate Professor Kay Rogers’ presentation “Research in Maternal and Child Health: Case Study Methodology” from the Society for Social Work Research and Practice (SSWR) is now available online. Read more.

Faculty member joins panel on mental health 7 p.m. April 22

Faculty member Dr. Christina Newhill participated in a roundtable panel about mental health in academia. Read more about the event in Pitt News.

Alumna covering Buenos Aires in novel

Alumna Daniel Morales, a resident of New York City, offers advice to families struggling with the loss of routine for special needs children. Read more.

Alumna oversees accident and now helps others

Alumna Speaker Bette Beams received from an accident U.S. Navy funded from the Federal Career Health Care Executive who has provided distinguished service through federal health care system. Read more about the award in Pitt News.

Alumna wins award

Lauren Henderson, MSW, is a student at the University of Pittsburgh School of Social Work and Research (SSWR) and is beginning a study on the role of internalized anti-Semitism in the lives of Black gay and bisexual men. Read more.

Phil student wins award

Lauren Mangum, MSW, is a student at the University of Pittsburgh School of Social Work and Research (SSWR) and is beginning a study on the role of internalized anti-Semitism in the lives of Black gay and bisexual men. Read more.

MSW/PhD student Ana Flores spoke at an online panel about mental health in academia. Read more about the event in Pitt News.

MSW/PhD student Ana Flores spoke at an online panel about mental health in academia. Read more about the event in Pitt News.

MSW student has letter published

MSW student Emily Deiminger wrote in the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review about the need to create a webinar series addressing the first day. Read more.

Essential information for nonpsychotic navigating COVID-19

The Pittsburgh Foundation is partnering with the Alzheimer’s Association of Greater Pittsburgh and with other Presenting Organizations (listed below) and with the global law firm Jones Day to help people who need legal services related to COVID-19. Learn more and register for access to mental health services. For more information, call 844-44-LEGAL.

Announcements

Complete your Census today to show your community you care about your neighborhood! Visit https://2020census.gov or call 1-844-44-LEGAL by Friday, April 30. We are closed Saturday-Sunday.

Upcoming Events

April 30, 2020: Watch Live on Facebook “Supporting Gay Latino and Black men this Pride” to help others. Read more here.


For the latest announcements, as well as faculty, staff, students and community resources related to the COVID-19 pandemic, please visit our COVID-19 website. Read here.